
Loyola Core Criteria: Philosophy II – Foundations of Knowledge & Morality 

1. Description: Courses that fall under the Foundations of Knowledge and Morality 
rubric examine fundamental philosophical questions concerning topics such as 
knowledge, reality, and ethics. Specific topics may include, but are not limited to: 

 Exploration of theories about the relationship between knowledge and 
reality

 Consideration of the reasoning processes involved in thinking about 
metaphysical problems (free will, personal identity, and consciousness, 
etc)

 Exploration of the nature of scientific knowledge and principles used to 
acquire it (inductive reasoning, observation, causation, etc.)

 Consideration of religious belief with respect to the truth it discloses
 Consideration of the reasoning processes that ground ethical, social, and 

political discourse
 Consideration of the ways in which the critical thinking found in 

philosophical works can influence or illuminate broader cultural trends

Philosophy II courses may focus solely on one of these themes, or they may combine 
multiple themes (i.e., Philosophy II courses might focus on “Knowledge” or “Morality” 
or both).

2. Format: Courses in the Foundations of Knowledge & Morality section will most 
often be lecture format courses where course content develops and sharpens the 
skills that were acquired in the Philosophy I section, and focuses on depth of 
content knowledge by covering more specialized themes and topics. 
 

3. Goals: A primary general goal of Philosophy II is to develop content knowledge 
related to the Philosophical Tradition. Students will be able to articulate 
philosophical arguments, problems, questions, or issues linking works of 
significant authors in the history of philosophy. 
  
As a core discipline in the tradition of liberal education, courses in the 
Foundations of Knowledge and Morality section will also address most Loyola 
Core Competencies in some way.  Specifically, all Philosophy II sections will 
engage:

 Critical thinking: Students will be able to analyze, interpret, and assess 
arguments; formulate their own arguments clearly and cogently.

 Effective Communication: Students will be able to formulate clearly and 
explain cogently his or her philosophical inquiry in written form.

And some Philosophy II sections will engage:
 Ethical reasoning: Students will be able to identify situations that demand 

ethical reasoning in multiple contexts (texts, media, larger world 
situations); identify one or more systematic attempts (frameworks) that 



philosophers and theologians have provided to resolve ethical questions; 
apply a method of logical argumentation to question, evaluate, criticize, 
defend, or justify these frameworks; and contemplate how these 
frameworks can be put into practice.

4. Grades & Assessments: The following table includes recommended graded 
assignments and assessments professors might use to measure student learning 
and achievement of these goals. Please note these are only recommendations, 
professors have wide leeway in determining how their courses are graded and 
assessed. 

PHIL II Goal Example Graded 
Assignment 

Example Course Assessment 

Philosophical 
Tradition 
- Articulate 
philosophical issues. 

Primary text readings

In class essays

Short Papers

Simple Rubric: Assigns “in-class 
short writing.” While grading, 
professor picks small sample of 
assignments, uses simple rubric to 
verify students illustrate 
competence in argument clarity 
and explanation.

Critical Thinking
-Analyze, interpret, 
assess arguments
- Formulate 
arguments clearly 
and cogently

Close reading 
assignments

Essays which analyze 
arguments

Logic exercises

Simple Checklist: Professor 
assigns and grades “comparison of
two critical articles.” Uses 
“successful/not successful” 
checklist while grading each 
assignment to verify students 
understand how to make 
comparison between arguments. 

Communication
- Formulate clearly 
- Explain cogently

Text summaries

Thesis essays

Reflection papers

Simple Rubric: Assigns “in-class 
short writing.” While grading, 
professor picks small sample of 
assignments, uses simple rubric to 
verify students illustrate 
competence in argument clarity 
and explanation.

Ethical Reasoning
- Identify situations 
that demand ethical 
reasoning

Close reading assignment

Reflection papers 

Journals

Simple Checklist: Professor 
assigns and grades “Reflective 
journals.” Uses “successful/not 
successful” checklist while 
grading completion of journal 
entries to verify students identify 
ethical situations appropriately.



5. Competencies: Please refer to Item 3 – Goals, above. Please note, Philosophical 
Traditions goals relate to the content knowledge delivered by the course, and do 
not align with a specific LC Competency assessed by the SCCC, but provide a 
basis of knowledge that should develop across and support student synthesis of 
those competencies. 

6. Features: Some Philosophy II courses (those designated with a “W”) are 
expected to have a specific content focus on intense examination of normative 
ethics. Those Ethics specific courses should address the Ethical Reasoning goal 
and competency in further detail within each course proposal.

Some Foundations of Knowledge and Values courses incorporate service learning 
activities into their course activities, and should provide further detail of how 
those activities relate to the course. 

http://academicaffairs.loyno.edu/sites/academicaffairs.loyno.edu/files/CC-ASSESSMENT-PLAN.pdf

